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Junior klasse hannhund 

0668 Rottshihpa's Commander In Chef 
A bit undershot. Nice shape to the skull. The shape of the eyes should be a bit more 
round. A bit more neck is prefered. The front turnes out in the hands. Nice body. 
Nice top line. G ang in the rear. G bone. Moves well 

Exl 1 CK Cert BHK 
1 BIR 

 

Unghund klasse hannhund 

0669 Little Pride's Loving Pablo 
Nice shape of the eyes. G skull. ok face. Nice neck. The front is good. Nice body. 
Topline could be stronger. Nice set of tail. The body is corr. G ang on the rear. Nice 
coat condition. Movem is ok 

Exl 1 CK 

0670 Danilos No-Art Arak 
The underbit incessive not in line. Nice ecpr og the eyes. Corr skull. I'd like to se a 
better face. A bit short on neck. G front. Nice topline. Corr body. The tail is ok. Need 
to have better rear. Nice coat 

Exl 2 CK 

 
Åpen klasse hannhund 

0671 Rottshihpa's Be Art Barney 
The shape og the eye could be rounder. Nice bite. Corr shape of the skull. The front 
is corr. Topline a bit dominant from the back. Corr tail. Nice body. Corr rear. Very 
nice front movem. Could be a bit better 

Exl 1 CK Res.cert 
BHK 2 

0672 NORDJV-10 Tea-Cake's Waterloo IM 

0673 Choowoo's Oceam Dream Diamond 
The position og the nose is not corr. The eyes are corr. He has short neck. Bad 
front. Corr topline but I'd like a better body. The tail is corr. The rear is good. Nice 
coat 

V 

0674 Tigerbay's Golden Dream Ronaldo 
The bite is not very correct. Nice expr of the eyes. Pos of nose is corr. Could have a 
bit helder neck. The front is completely wrong. V nice body. G topline. The tailset 
well. V nice ang in the rear. V nice coat 

V 

0675 Sanibel's Ben Riach 
Nice expr of the head but I'd like to see better upper lips. Neck is ok. The front is ok. 
At the moment the topline is not in g condition. Tail is ok. G rears. Coat could have 
better tecture 

Exl 2 

0676 Viola-Hirta's Sir Lancelot 
The underbite incessiv is not complete. Nice eyes expr. Corr shape of skull. ok size. 
A bit short on neck. The front is npt corr because the frontlegs touch. Corr topline. 
Corr set of tail. Good rear. V nice mover. The coat is ok 

V 

 
Championklasse  hannhund 

0677 N UCH Kiowa's Energizer Max 
Nice expr of the head. A bit short neck. The front not very corr. Nice body. The 
topline could be a bit better. Nice set of tail. G rear. Nice coat 

Exl 1 CK BHK 3 

0678 NORD UCH Ben-Star's Hucleberry Tom 
The underjaw is not correct. The eye expr are ok. Nice shape og the skull. The nose 
is too high. The neck is ok. Good front. The body is nice but topline a bit roach. The 

Exl 2 CK BHK 4 



tail should have better pos. G rear. Nice coat. Movem is ok 

 

Veteranklasse hannhund 

0679 N UCH Ben-Star's Beautiful Black Face 
The underjaw is a bit twisted. The eye shape is ok. Nice skull. A bit short on neck. 
The front touch on the legs. The topline is corr. Nice body. I'd like a better tail. Nice 
coat 

V 

 

Junior klasse tispe 

0680 Rottshihpa's Caught You Looking 
Very femi in type but I's like a bit better upper line. Eyes corr. Good shape of skull. 
G front. The topline not corr. Nice tail. Needs more ang in rear. G coat 

Exl 1 CK Res.cert 
BTK 2 

 

Unghund klasse tispe 

0681 Rocette's Emilie IM 

0682 Ben-Star's Indian Lady 
The incessive teeth of underjaw is not very in line. Nice expr. Like the eyes shaped 
rounder. Neck ok. Front hands turn a bit out. Nice body, but topline domin on back. 
Nice coat 

Exl 1 CK 

 

Åpen klasse tispe 

0683 Ben-Star's Fabulous Fantine 
The upper lips are a bit too short. Corr eyes expr. Corr skull. Could have better 
neck. The front is ok. Nice body. Topline not corr. Roached back. Nice tail. Need a 
bit more ang in the rear. Nice coat 

Exl 2 CK BTK 3 

0684 Khe-San's Tast Of Honey 
The underjaw a bit twisted. Nice eyeexpr. Nice shape of skull. Short neck. The front 
is too close. Topline a bit soahed. Tailset too high. Nice body. The rear is ok but in 
movem the tail is not carried well 

V 

0685 JWW-10 NORDJV-10 Tea-Cake's I'm A Marionette 
Nice head. The underjaw incessive not on line. Could have better neck. Front ok. 
Nice body. G topline. Nice pos og tail. Rears ok. Nice movem 

Exl 1 CK Cert BTK 
1 BIM 

0686 Rottshihpa's Angellina Amalie 
I'd like a better face and much rounder eyeshape. G neck. Fronthant turn a bit out. 
Topline ok. Tail flatting a bit. Reare is ok. Nice coat. Out of the elbows 

Exl 3 

0687 Tigerbay's Golden Sun Tamara 
The incessive are not in line. A bit undershot. Expr of the face is not corr. Eyes 
should be rounder. Nice shaped og skull. Neck ok. Front too close. Topline a bit 
dominant from back to shoulder. Tail is corr. G rear. V nice coat 

Exl 4 

 

Championklasse  tispe 

0688 N UCH Viola-Hirta's Carpe Diem 
Thie dog has a very good handler. I'd like to see a better expr of face. Nice skull. 
Eyes should be rounder. G neck. Nice topline. Front turnes a bit out. The ribs are 
not corr. Tail is corr. G rears. The coat is ok. Move very well 

Exl 1 CK BTK 4 

0689 N UCH NV-09 Rottshihpa's A Black Fantasy 
I'd like to see a better nose. Eyes cold be rounder. The skull shape is ok. The neck is 
good. The front is ok. Topline a bit higher in the back. I's like to see a stronger body. 
G rears but a bit light in bone. 

Exl 3 CK 

0690 N DK UCH Danilos Prelude Nora 
Little bit small nose. The eyes not round enough. V g neck. Front hand turn a bit 

Exl 2 CK 



out. Straight shoulder. Topline ok. Body should be stronger. Nice rear. G coat & 
could have stronger bones 

 

Oppdretterklasse 

0691 Kennel Rottshihpa's IM 

 


